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Minimizing Fuel Over Given Distance
• Inclusion of dt in
objective function is













equal to sum of fuel
grid points
Combined bilinear
term equal to sum
of grid points
Sum of grid points
must
be equal to a
complete term
Use SOS variables to
limit number of
adjacent planes




[1] D.A. Babayev.  Piece-Wise Linear Approximation of Functions of
Two Variables.  Journal of Heuristics, 2: 313-320.  1997.  Kluwer
Academic Publishers.
Objective Function:
Minimize Fuel Burn Over Given Distance
• Necessary for aircraft to rearrange scheduled arrival times
• Allows algorithm to examine all possible arrival sequences
Conditions to satisfy separation,
based on aircraft type
•Separation constraints for a
pair of aircraft
•Example for three aircraft,
variable sequence constraints
will create additional constraints
_______
Constraints: Sequence and Spacing
 Maximum one speed change per aircraft
 Limit number of aircraft able to make a
change
 Mach-Time Derivation
 Calculation of decision Mach and final ETA
 Bounds on decision variables
_______
Constraints: Speed Changes
Equate percentage increase in fuel burn




• Flights in RED would be unable to fly the CDA as initially spaced. Aside from the obvious





Unable to fly CDA with initial spacing
Results Without Fairness:





Unable to fly CDA with initial spacing
Results With Fairness:
Initial and Final ETA Separation
_______
Results With Fairness:
Fuel Burn Change
